Abstract-This paper presents a hybrid method combining a vector fitting (VF) and a global optimization for diagnosing coupled resonator bandpass filters. The method can extract coupling matrix from the measured or electromagnetically simulated admittance parameters (Y -parameters) of a narrow band coupled resonator bandpass filter with losses. The optimization method is used to remove the phase shift effects of the measured or the EM simulated Y -parameters caused by the loaded transmission lines at the input/output ports of a filter. VF is applied to determine the complex poles and residues of the Y -parameters without phase shift. The coupling matrix can be extracted (also called the filter diagnosis) by these complex poles and residues. The method can be used to computer-aided tuning (CAT) of a filter in the stage of this filter design and/or product process to accelerate its physical design. Three application examples illustrate the validity of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
The filter tuning is essential especially in the design of complex microwave filters. In the stage of a filter design and/or product process, the designer can obtain an acceptable filter frequency response by tuning this filter. Filter diagnosis greatly simplifies the filter tuning, which allows the designer to rapidly tune the filter.
Early filter diagnosis techniques can be traced back to the 1970s and 1980s [1, 2] . In the past years, interest is growing on the filter diagnosis methods for extracting the coupling matrix of microwave filters from the measurements (or simulations) with losses [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . These filter diagnosis or coupling matrix (CM) extraction techniques require two sorts: 1) CM extraction techniques are based on optimization (as in [3] [4] [5] ) for matching the measured scattering parameters, whose elements are the problem unknowns. The optimization techniques are either greatly influenced by the initial values assigned to the variables, number of the resonators and topology of the filters, or are time consuming; and 2) CM extraction techniques are based on a polynomial model, which matches the measured (or the simulated) parameters and then extract the CM of the filter with a specified topology (by using well-known established methods as in [16] ). Polynomial models may refer to the Y -parameters as in [6] [7] [8] [9] or to the scattering parameters (S-parameters) as in [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . When using the S-parameters models to diagnose a filter including losses, the loss effect associated to each resonator must be removed in advance using either the optimization method (as in [12, 13] ) or a modified frequency transformation including unloaded Q in [11] . The main advantage of the CM extraction method based on the Y -parameters is that the loss effect is not required to be removed before the filter diagnosis. However, all these extraction methods based on the polynomial models must remove the phase shift of the measured S-parameters or the Y -parameters, which are caused by the phase loading and the transmission lines at the input/output ports of a filter. Only the phase shift is properly removed, and the filter can be diagnosed correctly. The phase shift effect can be removed by the analysis method (as in [6] ) or optimization method (as in [12, 13] ). Recently, a vector fitting (VF) based the analytical extraction method, which is capable of accurately extracting the coupling matrix and uneven unloaded quality factor (unloaded Q) of each electric resonator of a filter, was presented by Hu and Wu in [7] . However, how to de-embedding the phase loading effects from the filter responses was not discussed.
In this paper, a hybrid method combining a VF and a global optimization, which can extract the CM and the unloaded quality factor (unloaded Q) of each resonator from the measured (or simulated) Yparameters of lossy cross-coupled resonator bandpass filters, is proposed. The established VF is exploited to extract the complex system poles and residues from the measured (or the simulated) Y -parameters of the filter. The coupling matrix can be extracted by these complex poles and residues. A simple and efficient error function is proposed to remove the phase loading effects at the input/output ports of a filter. With respect to our previous proposed methods [12, 13] , the number of optimized variables was reduced, and the proposed method can be used in the filter diagnosis with non-uniform unloaded Q. Three practical examples, including one measured filter and two electromagnetically simulated filters, are provided to show the effectiveness of the approach for the practical filter diagnosis.
THEORY

Calculation of Characteristic Polynomials Using VF
The measured or the simulated Y -parameters can be expressed as [7, 16] :
where, M SL is the source-load coupling coefficient; r 21k and r 22k are the residues of Y -parameters; λ k is the poles of Y -parameters; N is the filter order; s is the normalized lowpass domain, which can be obtained by converting from the bandpass domain f to the lowpass domain s as
where, FBW and f 0 are the fractional bandwidth and center frequency of the filter, respectively. The measured or simulated Y -parameters can also be expressed using the poles and zeroes as [7] 
where, Z 22k and Z 21k are the zeros of Y 22 (s) and Y 21 (s), respectively. d = jM SL . These zeros and poles (or residues) can be solved using VF method. VF is a popular tool for system identification of a linear system. The core procedure of VF method is briefly reviewed in [7, Section 2].
Extraction of Unloaded Q and Coupling Matrix
Once determining the residues (r 21k and r 22k ) and poles (λ k ) of the Y -parameters in Eq. (1), an initial N + 2 transversal CM [7] , namelyM , can be directly restored based on those poles and residues found in Eq. (1) byM
The source-load coupling coefficient M SL can be obtained from the highest degree (the N th degree) coefficient of the numerator of Y 21 (s) in Eq. (3) as
M SL is equal to zero except for nz = N , where nz is the number of the finite-position transmission zeros of a filter. Filter diagnosis does not focus on how to control the locations of the transmission zeros. However, the number of finite-position transmission zeros of a filter needs to be known for a filter diagnosis, which is a known parameter in the filter design. For a lossless or loss filter,M can be constructed using Eqs. (4) and (5) .M in Eq. (4) is a complex CM. The differences between a loss filter and a lossless filter are that r 21k , r 22k and λ k are all real numbers [16] for a lossless filter, that r 21k and r 22k are real numbers, that λ k is a complex number for a loss filter with uniform Q for all resonator, and that r 21k , r 22k and λ k are complex numbers for a loss filter with non-uniform Q for each resonator.
The finally extracted CM must correspond to the actual filter's physical coupling topology. Therefore, the obtained transversal CMM must be further transformed to the targeted topology through a series of matrix similarity transformations [16] . The CM after the similarity transformations is named M , in which the dominant loss is distributed on the diagonal terms in a correct order to reflect the unloaded Q of each resonator of a filter, and the loss on off-diagonal elements becomes considerably small and is neglected [7] . So, M can be expressed as
where, M is the desired extracted CM corresponding to the actual filter's physical coupling topology, and
, which represents the loss of a filter. The unloaded Q for the kth resonator Q uk can be calculated via the following equation:
The extracted S-parameters, calculated using M , can be obtained via the relation between the S-parameters and the CM [12, Eq. (7)] as
Here
and [U ] can refer to [17] .
Removal of the Phase Shift of Y-Parameters
A phase shift ϕ connected to each port of a filter can be very well approximated by the following function in a wide frequency range [12] :
Here, the frequency invariant constant term ϕ 0 is called phase loading, which is revealed for the first time in the field of filter diagnosis [6] . βΔl is the electrical length of the transmission line. βΔl can be easily derived as βΔl = f θ 0 /f 0 [12] , where θ 0 is the equivalent electrical length of the transmission line at f 0 in radians.
So, the phase shift ϕ connected to I/O port of a filter can be expressed as
where ϕ 01 and ϕ 02 are the phase loading at I/O ports, respectively; θ 01 and θ 02 are the equivalent electrical length of the transmission line at f 0 in radians at I/O ports, respectively; f 0 is the center frequency of the filter. The phase shift of the measured (or the simulated) S-parameters can be removed via the following equation:
where
are the original measured (or the simulated) S-parameters at the frequency point s i (i = 1, 2, . . . , Ns). N s is the number of frequency points. Frequency points s i map into the physical frequency points f i by Equation (2) . Note that the measured (or the simulated) samples in Equation (11) should be chosen around the passband.
Using classic two-port S-matrix to Y -matrix transformation formulas with normalized characteristic impedances [18] , the Y -parameter functions can be derived as:
It is observed that Y -parameters without the phase shift at I/O ports can be obtained, once knowing parameters ϕ 01 , θ 01 , ϕ 02 , and θ 02 . Then, the unloaded Q and coupling matrix can be extracted using Sections 2.1 and 2.2 in this paper.
Four unknown parameters ϕ 01 , θ 01 , ϕ 02 , and θ 02 are obtained by minimizing the following objective error function using the genetic algorithm (GA):
are the extracted S-parameters at frequency points s i (i = 1, 2, . . . , Ns) via Equation (8) .
GA can be used to solve the global minimum value of a multivariate function. In this paper, the GA toolbox for Matlab provided by the University of Sheffield is chosen to minimize the error function in Eq. (13).
EXAMPLES
Diagnosis of a Sixth-Order Filter with Four TZs (Filter 1)
The diagnosis technique presented here is first applied to the simulated S-parameters of the sixth-order filter with f 0 = 0.85 GHz, nz = 4 and BW = 40 MHz (filter 1), which is designed on a Rogers RO3010 substrate with a relative dielectric constant of 10.2, thickness of 1.27 mm and dielectric loss tangent of 0.0035, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The conductivity of the metal is set to 5. As can been seen, the dominant loss is distributed on the diagonal terms of the matrix G in a correct order to reflect unloaded Q of each resonator of a filter, and the loss on off-diagonal elements becomes considerably small and is neglected. Using Eqs. (7) and (15) In Fig. 1(b) , the simulated response of filter 1 is compared to the extraction one calculated by the extracted CM in Eq. (14) . Very good agreement between the simulated and extracted responses can be observed. Now, let us deliberately change d 25 shown in Fig. 1(a) 
By comparing Eq. (14) with Eq. (16), we observe that coupling element M 25 between resonators 2 and 5 is changed from −0.0235 to −0.3395. It should be noted here that changing influences the resonance frequency of the adjacent resonators 1, 6, 3 and 4. This can be observed from the extracted frequency offset associated with those resonators in Eq. (16) .
The simulated and extracted S-parameters of this new state of filter 1 are shown in Fig. 2. 
Fabricated Fourth-Order Bandpass Filter (Filter 2)
The diagnosis technique will be applied in the measured S-parameters of a fourth-order filter (filter 2). Filter 2 is fabricated on a Rogers RT/duroid 5880 substrate with a relative dielectric constant ε r = 2.2, thickness h = 0.508 mm, and loss tangent δ = 0.0009. The physical dimensions and a photograph of filter 2 are shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b 
Using Eqs. (7) and (18), the effective unloaded Q for each resonator is diagnosed as Q uk = (145.11, 131.26, 135.91, 170.97). In Fig. 4 , the measured responses of filter 2 are compared to the extracted results. Good agreement between the measured and extracted responses can be observed.
Simulated Eighth-Order Bandpass Filter (Filter 3)
In the third example, the diagnosis technique is applied to the simulated S-parameters of an eighthorder filter (filter 3), which is designed on a Rogers RT/duroid 5880 substrate (ε r = 2.2, h = 0.508 mm, and δ = 0.0009). The physical structure and dimensions of filter 3 are shown in Fig. 5 . The filter is simulated using a full-wave simulator IE3D. The loss factors (conductor loss and dielectric loss) are included in the simulated response. The conductivity of the metal is set to 5.8 × 10 7 Siemens/m in the simulation.
The diagnosis technique is applied to filter 3 with N = 8, nz = 2, Ns = 36 (frequency interval 2.61-2.79 GHz), f 0 = 2.70 GHz and FBW = 3.70%. The diagnosed results are shown in Table 1 . Filter 3 is also diagnosed by the previous method in [13] . For comparison, the diagnosed results obtained by [13] are also shown in Table 1 . As can be seen from Table 1 , the (4N + 1) optimized variables were reduced with respect to our previous proposed method in [13] . In addition, the optimized variable was reduced and the proposed method can be used in the filter diagnosis with non-uniform unloaded Q with respect to our previous proposed method in [12] .
In Fig. 6 , the original simulated S-parameters are compared with the extracted S-parameters by this paper and the diagnosed method in [13] . Very good agreement between the simulated and extracted responses can be observed.
In the diagnosis of filters 1, 2 and 3, there are also some discrepancies between the simulated (or measured) and extracted S-parameters at frequencies far away from the passband, which is due to second order effects of a physical filter such as spurious passbands, frequency dispersive behavior, presence of spurious couplings and frequency-dependent couplings. In an ideal extraction circuit model, it is assumed that the coupling coefficient is independent of the frequency. However, the coupling coefficient inevitably depends on the frequency for the actual physical filter, which leads to the difference between the simulated (or the measured) and extracted S-parameters, and the greater this difference is, the farther away the frequency is from the passband, So the frequency samples should be chosen around the passband to obtain the correct diagnosis results. The proposed method is only applicable to the diagnosis of a narrow band coupled resonator bandpass filter (FBW < 5%).
CONCLUSION
A hybrid method combining a vector fitting (VF) and a global optimization is proposed to diagnose the coupled resonator bandpass filters. The optimization method is used to remove the phase shift effects at the input/output port in the filter. VF is applied to determine the complex poles and residues of the Y -parameters without the phase shift, and then the coupling matrix corresponding to the filter can be extracted by these complex poles and residues. With respect to our previous proposed methods, the number of optimized variables is reduced. Three diagnosis examples, including two simulated filters and one fabricated filter, are provided to illustrate the validation of the proposed technique.
